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A B S T R A C T

Microscopic crystalline defects are of fundamental importance in unraveling the plastic deformation response and thereby tailoring the macroscopic load-bearing performances of metallic alloys. Especially in the microstructural metastability engineering context of complex concentrated alloys (CCAs), while profuse interest has been focused on phase and twin boundaries as well as their interactions with glide dislocations, stacking faults, as another essential planar defects, have remained comparatively less-explored and unutilized. In the present work, by investigating a metastable CoCrNiW CCA via the combination of in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction and in-situ electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI), we show that stacking faults formation can also operate as the predominant deformation micro-mechanism, accommodating plastic strain while enabling macroscopic strain hardening. Through the examination of relative phase stability by thermodynamic modeling, we reveal that this sort of deformation faulting response is largely correlated with a negative intrinsic stacking fault energy. The corresponding physical revelation is explored in greater details regarding thermodynamics, structure, and mechanics, followed by in-situ experimental verification of the stacking fault activities.

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Multi-principal-element alloys and the sub-branches of complex concentrated or high-entropy alloys (CCAs or HEAs) have triggered the pursuit of more exceptional mechanical and/or functional performances in the immense central portion of the multi-dimensional phase diagrams [1–5]. Structural alloys developed from this quick-emerging paradigm have already witnessed several salient advantages, such as outstanding strength-ductility synergy at cryogenic temperatures in the face-centered cubic (FCC) systems [6–8], and promising yield strength preservation at elevated temperatures in the refractory body-centered cubic (BCC) systems [9–11]. Especially in FCC-structured CCAs, provided their desirable ductility and damage tolerance, the comparatively deficient strength and strain Hardenability have given rise to dedicated effort in exploring possible strengthening mechanisms [12–15]. While the prototypical CCAs design strategy specifically seeks to stabilize a random single-phase solid solution microstructure via configurational entropy maximization [2,16], their intrinsic metastable nature in the thermodynamic front [17–20] inspires the advancement of mechanically metastable CCAs [21]. The latter, on the other hand, has in turn driven an intense momentum in elucidating the plastic deformation micro-events [22–25].

Similar to conventional dilute FCC-alloys, crystalline defects and their stability are of fundamental importance in the deformation response of metastable CCAs [26–28]. Critically, intrinsic stacking fault energy (γsφ), has been recognized as an effective indicator in implying the mechanical stability, since it signifies the propensity for a 1/2(110) perfect dislocation to dissociate into paired a/6(112) glissile partials [29]. Exemplary investigations of the metastable quaternary FeMnCoCr system [21] and its ramifications [30] have showcased the tunability of operating deformation modules via different γsφ, including perfect dislocation glide, mechanical twinning, and strain-induced FCC-hexagonal close packing (HCP) martensitic transformation. As such, numerous experimental effort has then been devoted into the understanding of compositional dependency for the competing deformation modules [31,32], and more recent literature also demonstrates the intriguing role of local chemical inhomogeneity in affecting the partial and/or perfect dislocation pathways within these heavily alloyed systems [33–35]. In light of the defects category that can be potentially involved, although extensive focus has been directed to glissile dislocations, FCC/HCP phase boundaries, and Σ3 coherent twin boundaries, the other important planar defects, stacking faults, have not yet drawn sufficient attention [36,37]. Current understanding of stacking faults’ role in plastic deformation
of metastable CCAs largely remains at the extent that they are structural building blocks for HCP-martensite nucleation, which is an apparent inference from the Olson-Cohen martensitic transformation theory [38,39]. In an atomicistic standpoint, however, mechanically nucleating a mono-layered intrinsic stacking fault involves a [0/6/112] shear on the corresponding [111] glide plane, being a micro-mechanism that also enables plastic strain accommodation. If the foregoing partial gliding event manages to occur on every other [111] plane, then the FCC-HCP martensitic transformation will consequently take place [40]. One fundamental proposition remains unclear considering this sort of atomic analogy is that: can stacking fault formation by itself become the major plasticity carrier once they are sufficiently stable?

Amongst the very few systems (He, Fe, Co, Ti, Pb, and Yb) that can undergo direct FCC-HCP transformation throughout the periodic table [41,42], Fe- and Co-based alloys have created profound interest in exploring improved mechanical performances and the underlying deformation micro-events [43–45]. The most conspicuous feature that distinguishes Co-rich system from others lies in its absence of body-centered cubic (BCC) structure in the corresponding phase diagram [42,46]. Earlier diffuse neutron scattering investigation of pure Co and Co-Ni dilute alloys evidenced the long-ranged coherent modulated structures during FCC-HCP transformation, which signifies the mid interface lattice mismatch [41]. This sort of characteristics imply that the nucleation of substantial planar defects in Co-rich system could become predominant, once appropriate thermodynamic and mechanical boundary conditions are imposed. In fact, more recent report of CCAs or HEAs with Co-rich compositions underpins the reduced activity of perfect glissile dislocations [47–49], and the corresponding ab-initio simulation [32,49,50] also indicates the comparatively low or even negative $\gamma_{\text{bef}}$. These intriguing features render Co-rich metastable CCAs as optimal candidates to systematically examine the foregoing proposition towards stacking faults.

Quantitative assessments of stacking fault evolution during plastic deformation indispensably rely on real-time characterization techniques that possess an optimal balance between view-of-field and spatial resolution. While transmission electron microscope (TEM) reveals broad applications in probing dislocation morphology, stacking faults, and nano-twins in various CCAs [23,24,51], its narrow view-of-field appears rather deficient in providing statistically representative correlation between deformation micro-events and the macroscopic mechanical response. Synchrotron-X-ray diffraction, on the other hand, enables in-situ quantitative exception of microstructure-level information of bulk alloys [52–54], including phase constitution change [25,55], lattice strain evolution [56,57], and stacking fault fraction variation [25]. However, its shortcomings mostly exist in the insufficiency in realizing direct correlation to the microstructural features in real space. A quick-emerging scanning electron microscope (SEM)-based technique, electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI) [58,59], does manage to complement some of these limitations. With a comparatively wider view-of-field and a satisfactory spatial resolution (down to 50–80 nm) as well as the capability in excerpting crystallographic information once coupled with electron backscatter diffractometry (EBSD), ECCI has received increasing attention in revealing the defect substructural evolution associated with plastic deformation and/or phase transformations in a broad spectrum of metallic alloys [60–64].

In the present work, by investigating a metastable Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_5$ CCA through coupled in-situ synchrotron X-ray and in-situ ECCI approaches, we validate that a significant amount of stacking faults is generated in response to external loading, contributing to the macroscopic strain hardening. Through theoretically examining the phase stability of the present alloy, we propose that this kind of less-explored “deformation faulting” micro-event is correlated with a negative $\gamma_{\text{bef}}$, for which the corresponding physical revelation and validity are re-visited from thermodynamic, structural, and mechanical perspectives. Direct experimental evaluation of stacking fault activity during elastic loading-unloading cycle was showcased to verify the theoretical postulates. Through systematic exploration of the deformation sub-structures, we assert that sessile dislocation nucleation resulting from the intersection between unparallel stacking faults and elastic repulsion between parallel stacking faults are the two major micro-mechanisms that provide strain hardenability. Broader insights into mecanically-driven metastable CCAs/HEAs design strategy are also discussed.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Ex-situ mechanical testing and microstructural characterizations

The quaternary CCA exploited for the present study exhibits a nominal composition of Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_5$ at%, provided by Allegheny Technologies Incorporated (ATI), Natrona Heights, PA, USA. Meso-scale microstructural characterizations including morphological investigations, ECCI, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy analyses (EDS, EDAX Octane Elite Plus detector), and EBSD (EDAX Hikari camera) were accomplished in a TESCAN MIRA 3 SEM. All the EBSD patterns were post-analyzed in an Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) software for quantitative assessments of microstructural characteristics. As presented in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), the CoCrNiW CCA demonstrates an equiaxed grain morphology with an average grain size of ~34 µm (excluding annealing boundaries, details see supplementary Fig. 51) with a single FCC phase constitution at the undeformed state (lattice constant $a$=3.58929 Å, measured by synchrotron X-ray, details see section 2.2). Further EDS elemental mapping taken across multiple grain boundaries confirm that all the four principal alloying elements exhibit spatially uniform distributions (Fig. 1 (c1)-(c4)). As such, the influence of compositional inhomogeneity on the deformation modules can be excluded at the meso-scale. Rectangular dog bone-shaped specimens with a gauge geometry of 6.5 × 2.5 × 10 mm$^3$ were section by electrical discharge machining (EDM) from bulk alloy sheet for uniaxial tensile testing at an ambient temperature (298 K). These specimens were subjected to mechanical grinding on a series of SiC abrasive papers before speckle patterns were coated onto their surfaces for optical digital image correlation (DIC) study. Uniaxial tensile experiments were performed on a Deben Gatan micromechanical testing platform with a strain rate of 1 × 10$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. To examine the local strain evolution characteristics, digital images were acquired every 500 ms during tensile tests and analyzed via a GOM open-access software (https://www.gom.com/3d-software/gom-correlate.html).

2.2. In-situ deformation under synchrotron X-ray radiation

In-situ synchrotron X-ray experiments were performed at beamline ID 11–C, Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, USA. Fig. 2 schematically illustrates the experimentation for in-situ tensile testing (a picture for the actual configuration is provided in supplementary Fig. 52): dog bone-shaped specimen with a gauge geometry of 8.0 × 2.0 × 1.5 mm$^3$ was subjected to quasi-static tensile loading (strain rate: 1 × 10$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) under high-energy synchrotron X-ray radiation (wavelength: 0.1173 Å). DIC technique with an acquisition frame rate of 0.2 Hz was employed to ensure a precise strain measurement and thereby the calculation of strain hardening rate as well as strain hardening exponent. During the deformation procedure, two-dimensional diffractograms were recorded every 1.0% engineering strain increment until fracture. To unambiguously characterize the lattice strain evolution [65–67], the two-
Fig. 1. Microstructural characterization of the Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_5$ CCA at the undeformed state: (a) EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) showing the equiaxed grain morphology; (b) phase map confirming the single FCC-phase constitution; (c1)-(c4) EDS elemental mapping for Co, Cr, Ni, and W in the selected region of interest denoted in (b), here the same scale bar is applied. Detailed grain size distribution chart is provided in supplementary Fig. S1.

Fig. 2. Schematic for the in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction experimentation and the acquisition for axial and radial diffraction patterns. An actual image of the setup is provided in supplementary Fig. S2.
3. Results

3.1 Uniaxial tensile response and deformation substructure characterizations

Fig. 3 reveals the uniaxial tensile property of the Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{15}$W$_5$ CCA: it yields at ~498 MPa, followed by a pronounced strain hardening process (Fig. 3 (b)), reaching an ultimate tensile strength of ~1100 MPa and a fracture elongation of ~61.2%. Compared with the commercial solid-solution or precipitation strengthened superalloys [69] with similar chemical constituents, as well as the latest metastable FeMnCoCr HEAs [62,70] where extensive mechanically-induced martensitic transformation takes place, a more improved strength-ductility is indeed achieved in the present CCA. Such intriguing mechanical properties render careful explorations of the underlying deformation micro-events, which will be detailed next, starting with post-mortem ECCI/EBSD analyses.

Unlike the typical electron channeling contrast produced by the surface networks of perfect dislocations in FCC crystals, ECCI micrographs here clearly reveal the presence of mono-layered planar-like features already at the low local strain levels (Fig. 4 (a) and (b)). Here, a brief discussion of the imaging technique is required to clarify the underlying assumptions and uncertainties. It should be noted that while the ECCI technique demonstrates salient advantages in resolving crystalline defects with a broad view-of-field, inaccuracies or artifacts may potentially arise from its deficiency in enabling quantitative diffraction analysis of specific local sites [59]. To unambiguously distinguish the defect category, we present in supplementary Fig. S3 the quantitative contrast profile assessments together with systematic comparisons to other representative deformation substructures, including perfect dislocations (both wavy and planar morphologies) and mechanically-induced martensite. Two distinctive features are subsequently recognized for the present planar-like structures, evidencing the fact that they are stacking faults: (1) compared with perfect dislocations, the channeling contrast they produce exists in a much wider planar regime; and (2) the channeling contrast seen in Fig. 4 exhibits asymmetric characteristics [see also supplementary Fig. S3 (a) and (b)], namely, a straight bright edge on one side with a smoothly fading contrast on the other, differing from the symmetric contrast produced by thin twins or martensitic plates [59]. With elevating local strain level, these stacking faults not only reveal an increasing trend in their densities but also the activation of different faulting systems (Fig. 4 (c) and (d)). The latter, is confirmed from the intersections of unparallel faulting plane traces (Fig. 4 (c)). These results validate that in contrast to the negligible role of perfect dislocation glide, stacking faults prevail in the present alloy at the examined deformation levels, which consolidates the quantification of their evolutionary features based on synchrotron X-ray diffraction technique (see Section 3.2).

By coupling EBSD and ECCI analyses in the region with an even higher local strain level of ~25.2%, it is shown that at the length-scale of grain-size (Fig. 5 (a1)), no clear trait of characteristic misorientation change that corresponds to mechanical twins or blocky HCP-martensite is observed from the inverse pole figure (IPF, Fig. 5 (b1)) or phase map (Fig. 5 (c1)). ECCI micrograph taken at a higher magnification again verifies that stacking faults belong to the (111) plane are densely populating in the grain interior, which diminishes the channeling condition (Fig. 5 (a2)). The corresponding EBSD results (Fig. 5 (b2) and (c2)) also suggest the absence of twins (see supplementary Fig. S4 for more detailed analysis) or martensite in this region at the spatial resolution limit of ~30 nm. The foregoing deformation substructures, if compared with perfect dislocation-mediated plasticity in conventional FCC-metals or mechanically metastable ones that exhibit twinning or martensitic transformation at a similar deformation level, can be concluded that it is the formation of an extensive amount of stacking faults that acts as the predominant mechanism accommodating macroscopic plastic strain. As such, in the following discussion, we exploit the term “deformation faulting” to comply with the mechano-origins of this micro-event and the literature [71–73].
3.2. In-situ deformation investigation via synchrotron X-ray diffraction

To assess the evolutionary characteristic of stacking faults and thereby to also quantify their roles in plastic deformation, the Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_5$ CCA was subjected to in-situ synchrotron X-ray analyses. Fig. 6 provides the integrated diffraction patterns along axial (parallel to the loading axis) and radial (vertical to the loading axis) directions with respect to elevating deformation level until macroscopic fracture, general features of which are briefly summarized in three respects, followed by more detailed discussions: (1) while FCC-phase is maintained as the major phase constituent, additional peaks correspond to HCP-structure start to appear at relatively higher strain levels (~25.0% engineering strain); (2) owing to the Poisson’s contraction effect, diffraction peaks at the axial direction (Fig. 6 (a)) shift to lower 2θ region (higher d-spacing) while the corresponding radial diffraction peaks (Fig. 6 (b)) witness an opposite shifting trend; and (3) as plastic straining proceeds, the diffraction peaks exhibit distinctive variation in their intensities. Intriguingly, the intensity of the (220)$_{\text{FCC}}$ peak decays and eventually vanishes at the later stage of deformation.

The variation in phase constitution during plastic deformation suggests that the present Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_5$ CCA exhibits somewhat mechanical metastability. To unambiguously quantify the phase
fraction evolution and to also complement the foregoing characterization by ECCI (Figs. 4 and 5), we have evaluated the contents of these two present phases by both post-mortem EBSD analysis and Rietveld refinement of the two-dimensional in-situ diffractograms. As seen in Fig. 7, the HCP-phase does not witness any discernable increase in its fraction before the deformation level exceeds ~40.0% strain. The in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction results (Fig. 7 (e)) confirm that the total HCP-phase fraction only reaches ~6.0% at ~65.0% strain which is approximately the elongation-to-fracture (see the stress-strain curve in Fig. 3 (a)). It is also recognized from the EBSD phase maps that the HCP-phase mostly nucleates at grain boundaries (Fig. 7 (b) and (c)), without eminently growing into blocky morphologies even at a comparatively high local strain level of ~70.8%. In comparison with typical quaternary FeMnCoCr-type HEAs [62,70] where the strain-induced FCC-to-HCP martensitic transformation is dominant in the whole plastic realm, the evidently low HCP-phase fraction with minute dimension, the highly sluggish formation rate, and the fact that it only operates at the later deformation stage, all lead to the conclusion that the prototypical mechanically-induced phase transformation is largely impeded and playing a minor role in the present Co50Cr25Ni10W5 CCA. In addition, EBSD analyses also verify the absence of mechanical twin nucleation at the foregoing local strain levels, for which more detailed assessments are presented in supplementary Fig. S5. As such, by combining the foregoing EBSD/ECCI characterizations (Figs. 4 and 5) and the in-situ synchrotron X-ray
measurement, it is therefore conclusive that deformation faulting indeed acts as the major micro-mechanism in accommodating external plastic strain. Atomistic correlation between faulting and the FCC-to-HCP martensitic transformation as well as the insights into metastable alloy design will be discussed in Section 4.2.2.

The peak shift due to external plastic loading is next exploited to calculate apparent lattice strain via:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{\text{hkl}} = \frac{d_{\text{app}}^{\text{hkl}} - d_0^{\text{hkl}}}{d_0^{\text{hkl}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $d_{\text{app}}^{\text{hkl}}$ and $d_0^{\text{hkl}}$ respectively denote the d-spacing of plane hkl at a certain deformation level and the undeformed state. In the axial direction (Fig. 8 (a)), except for 311 plane, lattice strains in all other planes reveal a monotonic increasing trend as a function of elevating global tensile strain. Amongst them, 200 plane exhibits the most pronounced resistance to plastic deformation, which is characterized by the highest lattice strain throughout the experimental realm, being consistent with the typical behavior of FCC-metals [74,75]. 222 plane, in contrast, witnesses the lowest lattice strain, suggesting the strongest propensity for plastic incipience. The corresponding intensity, on the other hand, also ceases to vanish as the global strain reaches ~30.0%, which is largely ascribed to the deformation texture developed during plastic straining [73,74,76]. To uncover the mechanism for the anomaly drop of the lattice strain in the 311 plane (Fig. 8 (a)), we have assessed its sub-reflection units by de-convoluting the experimentally measured diffraction pattern at a representative higher strain level. The analysis presented in supplementary Fig. S6 confirms that it is the formation of extensive amounts of extrinsic stacking faults that leads to pronounced asymmetric peak shifting and broadening in $h+k+l = \pm 5$ and $h+k+l = \pm 1$ sub-reflection units [77].

This sort of variation in diffraction characteristics shifts the apparent 311 peak towards higher 2θ region (i.e. smaller $d_{311}$), which in turn brings about the decrease in $\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{311}$, according to Eq. (1).

The presence of stacking faults also gives rise to the asymmetric evolution of lattice strains in 111 and 222 planes for both axial and radial directions, namely, the noticeable difference in the corresponding lattice strains provided their identical crystallographic symmetry. Note that while the Poisson’s contraction effect renders negative lattice strain along the radial direction (Fig. 8 (b)), the distinction between $\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{111}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{222}$ is still unambiguously resolved. In fact, according to diffraction theory [78,79], the lattice strain $\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{\text{hkl}}$ determined from apparent peak shift is comprised of two components:

$$\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{\text{hkl}} = \varepsilon_{\text{hkl}}^{\text{sym}} - \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4\pi} \sum_{u,b,k,l} u + b + k + l \frac{P_f}{(u + b + k + l)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

in which, $\varepsilon_{\text{hkl}}^{\text{sym}}$ originates from macroscopic strainning and exhibits an elastic characteristic (regardless of crystalline defects), whereas the inelastic portion $-\frac{\sqrt{3}}{4\pi} \sum_{u,b,k,l} u + b + k + l \frac{P_f}{(u + b + k + l)^2}$ $P_f$ is owing to the presence of stacking faults. Here $u$ and $b$ represent the number of unbroadened and broadened sub-reflection units in plane hkl, and $P_f$, the stacking fault probability, is a direct measurement of the fraction for uncorrelated stacking faults within the tested specimen. Since $\varepsilon_{\text{hkl}}^{\text{sym}}$ and $\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{\text{sym}}$ are identical in 111 and 222 planes, the corresponding $P_f$ can be expressed as an explicit function of the apparent lattice strains:

$$P_f = \frac{32\pi}{3\sqrt{3}} (\varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{222} - \varepsilon_{\text{app}}^{111})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

As presented in Fig. 8 (c), the calculated $P_f$ of both axial and radial directions demonstrates a significant increase with respect

---

**Fig. 8.** Quantitative analyses of the in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffractograms: (a) and (b) axial and radial lattice strain evolution as a function of increasing deformation level; (c) radial and axial stacking fault probability versus tensile true strain; (d) correlation between stacking fault distance reduction and strain hardening rate elevation.
to elevating deformation level, respectively reaching $15.8 \times 10^{-3}$ and $42.3 \times 10^{-3}$ before macroscopic failure takes place. These $P_f$ quantities are particularly higher than those determined from FCC-structured alloys where perfect dislocation glide [73] operates as the major plastic deformation module, suggesting the comparatively salient role of extensive stacking fault formation (also see Figs. 4 and 5 as reference). It should be pointed out that since synchrotron X-ray appears rather deficient in unambiguously distinguishing the contribution of perfect and partial dislocations, the a priori condition of solely applying Eq. (3) in the analyses lies in the validation of negligible activity of perfect dislocations via complementary experiments. A rationally reliable verification exploited in the present study is the ECCI characterizations presented in Figs. 4 and 5 as well as later Figs. 11 and 12, in which stacking faults formation prevails at various deformation levels, while perfect dislocation glide is almost completely suppressed. Interestingly, while the $P_f$ in the present alloy is almost comparable to that of metastable HEAs which exhibit pronounced strain-induced FCC-to-HCP martensitic transformation [25,30], the resultant HCP-phase fraction, however, remains an order of magnitude lower. Since $P_f$ by definition [78], also reflects the frequency of finding a deformation fault along the close packing 111 planes in FCC stacking sequence, a microstructure-related quantity, the average stacking fault distance, can also be determined as:

$$d_{sf} = d_{111}/P_f$$

where $d_{111}$ is the apparent spacing of 111 planes at a given deformation level. Along both axial and radial directions, the $d_{sf}$ values demonstrate ~80 nm at a comparatively moderate strain level, followed by an evident decrease down to ~10 nm at the later stage of deformation (Fig. 8 (d)), complying with the qualitative trend revealed by ECCI analyses (Figs. 4 and 5). The associated strain hardening exponent ($n = d\ln\sigma_{true}/d\ln\epsilon_{true}$), on the other hand, exhibits an eminent increase up to ~0.5 within the true strain realm of 0.0-20.0%, where the $d_{sf}$ also witnesses the most pronounced reduction. This kind of latent correlation demonstrates the strain hardening contribution enabled by the faulting mechanism, for which a more detailed mechanistic consideration is provided in section 4.2.1.

4. Discussion

4.1. Intrinsic stacking fault energy in FCC-structured metastable alloys

4.1.1. Theoretical considerations

The activation of plastic deformation modules in bulk FCC-structured alloys, including perfect dislocation glide, mechanically-induced twinning or martensitic transformation has been well-documented to exhibit a close correlation to intrinsic stacking fault energy ($\gamma_{sfe}$). From an atomistic standpoint, the $\gamma_{sfe}$ quantifies the propensity of nucleating an intrinsic stacking fault via dissociating a perfect $a/2(110)$ dislocation into two paired $a/6(112)$ glissile Shockley partials. The mobility and thereby the interactions amongst these partials serve as the operative unit in triggering deformation twinning or martensitic transformation. Thus far, numerous investigations of Al-, Cu-, and Fe-Mn-based alloys have rendered empirical indications [80,81] of the operating deformation module implied by the magnitude of $\gamma_{sfe}$: (1) for comparatively low $\gamma_{sfe} < 20 \text{mJ/m}^2$, mechanically-induced FCC-HCP or FCC-HCP-body-centered tetragonal (BCT) martensitic transformation occurs; (2) for medium $\gamma_{sfe}$ in 20 - 40\text{mJ/m}^2 range, deformation twinning operates; and (3) for high $\gamma_{sfe} > 40 \text{mJ/m}^2$ perfect dislocation glide becomes predominant.

Unlike the foregoing three situations, the present Co$_{0.99}$Cr$_{1.22}$Ni$_{1.03}$W$_5$ CCA reveals an evident faulting response, which phenomenologically suggests that the formation of stacking faults should be the most effective micro-mechanism that enables energy dissipation during plastic deformation. Clearly, this sort of peculiar deformation response leads to a more dedicated assessment of the $\gamma_{sfe}$. Since the present investigation was carried out at ambient temperature, and considering the fact that the chemical complexity may impede precise ab-initio calculations, we next assess the $\gamma_{sfe}$ in the viewpoint of thermodynamics. Structurally, the nucleation of a mono-layered intrinsic stacking fault in bulk FCC-crystals is in equivalent to creating an HCP stacking unit along with coherent FCC/HCP interfaces. The $\gamma_{sfe}$, in this regard, is considered as the excess free-energy, according to the Olson-Cohen model [39]:

$$\gamma_{sfe} = 2\rho_{111} \Delta G^{\text{FCC-HCP}} + 2\Delta G^{\text{FCC/HCP}}$$

where $\rho_{111}$, $\Delta G^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$, and $\sigma^{\text{FCC/HCP}}$ respectively denote the atomic density of the 111 faulting plane, the Gibbs free-energy difference between FCC and HCP phases, and the coherent interfacial energy. Here, $\rho_{111} = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi\sqrt{3}}$ and $\sigma^{\text{FCC/HCP}} = 7.5 \text{mJ/m}^2$ for coherent interfaces [39] are both fixed constants, the only factor in Eq. (5) remains to be determined is the $\Delta G^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$. Considering the chemical complexity of the present system, we estimate this quantity by adopting a sub-regular solution model [82,83]:

$$\Delta G^{\text{FCC-HCP}} = \Delta G_{p,m}^{\text{FCC-HCP}} + \Delta G^{\text{ex}}$$

Here, $\Delta G_{p,m}^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$ represents the Gibbs free-energy difference between FCC and HCP phases at the reference state, which takes the form of weighted average amongst all the alloying elements:

$$\Delta G_{p,m}^{\text{FCC-HCP}} = \sum_i x_i \Delta G_i^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$$

where $x_i$ is the atomic fraction of the $i^{th}$ element and $\Delta G_i^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$ the corresponding Gibbs free-energy difference between FCC and HCP structures. The total excess free energy term $\Delta G^{\text{ex}}$ in Eq. (6) is modeled as the summation of binary (\Delta G_{i,j}^{\text{ex}}) and ternary (\Delta G_{i,j,k}^{\text{ex}}) interactive terms as well as the magnetic contribution (\Delta G_{i,j}^{\text{mag}}):

$$\Delta G^{\text{ex}} = \Delta G_{i,j}^{\text{ex}} + \Delta G_{i,j}^{\text{mag}}$$

To avoid redundancy in the main text, we have summarized all the analytical details of Eqs. (6)-(8) together with the exception of physicochemical parameters in supplementary Note 1. The corresponding calculation results are illustrated as a function of temperature in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). Clearly, the $\Delta G^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$ exhibits a negative quantity with a slight monotonic increase within the ambient temperature range (Fig. 9 (a)), suggesting the thermodynamically metastable feature of the present FCC-phase. Amongst all the constitutions considered in the sub-regular solution model, it is also recognized that the $\Delta G_{p,m}^{\text{FCC-HCP}}$ term, which reflects the intrinsic ideal mixing tendency of the alloying elements, demonstrates the most predominant contribution. The higher order non-linear interactions, including $\Delta G_{i,j}^{\text{ex}}$, $\Delta G_{i,j}^{\text{mag}}$, and $\Delta G_{i,j,k}^{\text{ex}}$, on the other hand, render comparatively minor effects. The resultant $\gamma_{sfe}$ calculated from Eq. (5) also reveals a negative value at ambient temperature (Fig. 9 (b)), reaching $-53.35 \text{mJ/m}^2$ at 25 °C, being well accord with the ground state ab-initio prediction by Tian et al. [84] Notably, these calculation results seem contradictory with classical dislocation theory that persists an always positive $\gamma_{sfe}$. We assert, however, negative $\gamma_{sfe}$ also exhibits a salient physical revelation, which will be detailed next from the perspectives of thermodynamics, structure, and mechanics.

Thermodynamically, according to Eq. (5), $\gamma_{sfe}$ is exactly the excess formation energy associated with the nucleation of stacking faults. Classically, a positive $\gamma_{sfe}$ implies that creation of a faulted 111 player in FCC stacking sequence will lead to free-energy elevation even after overcoming the kinetic energy barrier assisted by external loading [39]. This kind of free-energy increase will cease to be alleviated by the immediate formation of more stable bulk phase or structure in a sense to comply with the law of energy
dissipation for plasticity. As such, creation of mono-layered stacking faults (namely, deformation faulting) can barely become predominant in the plastic deformation for alloys that exhibit positive $\gamma_{ISFE}$. Instead, features like HCP-martensite or twins, whose formation can be aided by stacking faults will become prevalent, and this, as discussed earlier, has been well-verified in classical Fe-Mn-based alloys. A negative $\gamma_{ISFE}$, on the other hand, suggests that the faulted 111 layer is more energetically favorable than the perfect FCC stacking sequence. That stated, mechanically nucleating even a mono-layered stacking fault is already a micro-plasticity event that dissipates strain energy. Under this energetic framework, it is expected that extensive amounts of uncorrelated stacking faults can become thermodynamically stable in the plastic realm, microscopically giving rise to the deformation faulting response as demonstrated in Figs. 4, 5, and 8. Only at comparatively higher deformation levels, i.e. when the energy dissipation caused by individual faulting unit can no longer compensate the free-energy increase due to the interaction amongst the stacking faults (see Section 4.2.1), will the formation of other bulk structures start to take place. This is also the phenomenological reason why compared to the Fe-Mn-based alloys with positive $\gamma_{ISFE}$, blocky HCP-martensite nucleation in the present Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{15}$W$_5$ CCA is significantly delayed (Fig. 7 e).

Structurally, the proposition that needs to be addressed is whether or not the extended dislocation still complies with the stress-free equilibrium criterion in light of a negative $\gamma_{ISFE}$? As schematically shown in Fig. 9 (c) and (d), such a structure consists of one layer of stacking fault enclosed by a leading ($\xi_l$) and a trailing ($\xi_t$) glissile Shockley partial that dissociate from a perfect dislocation ($\xi$). Since the elastic strain energy in the FCC crystal, according to the Frank’s criterion [29], is alleviated by the creation of Shockley partials, the underlying Peach-Koehler interaction always results in a repulsive force ($F_{pk} \propto 1/r$) $r$ is the separation distance) between two paired partials. In the case of positive $\gamma_{ISFE}$ (Fig. 9 (c), for most stable FCC alloys), as the creation of a stacking fault leads to free-energy increase, the resultant interactive effect gives rise to an attractive force, tending to shrink the stacking fault. By presuming that the lattice frictional force ($f_o$) is negligibly small, the stress-free equilibrium is therefore achieved between the repulsive Peach-Koehler force and the attractive force originating from the stacking fault, enabling an equilibrium stacking fault width (d) [29]:

$$d = \frac{G}{2\pi \gamma_{ISFE}} \left[ \left( \mathbf{b}_l \cdot \mathbf{\xi}_l \right) \left( \mathbf{b}_t \cdot \mathbf{\xi}_t \right) + \left( \mathbf{b}_l \times \mathbf{\xi}_l \right) \left( \mathbf{b}_t \times \mathbf{\xi}_t \right) \right] \left( 1 - \nu \right)$$  (9)

where, $\mathbf{b}_l$ and $\mathbf{b}_t$ are the Burgers vectors of the leading and the trailing partials, $G$ and $\nu$ denoted the shear modulus and the Poisson’s ratio of the alloy. Practically, Eq. (9) has also witnessed broad applications in determining $\gamma_{ISFE}$ via high-resolution TEM experimentation [35,85–87]. In the case of negative $\gamma_{ISFE}$ (Fig. 9 (d)), by contrast, a repulsive force is then associated with the formation of stacking fault, exhibiting the trend to extend its width. Critically, the stress-free equilibrium described by Eq. (9) breaks down. However, as seen in the experimental results in Figs. 4 and 5 (and later Figs. 10 and 11), stacking fault structures do reach mechanical equilibrium even when the external load is removed. We therefore assert that in metastable FCC alloys with negative $\gamma_{ISFE}$, it is the lattice frictional force that serves to balance the foregoing two repulsive forces, preserving the finite partial separation width. While a quantitative validation of such a hypothesis for the current CCA deems dedicated modeling effort, previous theoretical investigation by Baudouin et al. [88] does confirm the significant role of lattice frictional force in the equilibrium stacking fault width. It is worth-

---

**Fig. 9.** Thermodynamic assessment of the Co$_{60}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{15}$W$_5$ CCA: (a) phase stability assessment in the sub-regular solution formalism (calculation details are referred to supplementary Note 1); (b) estimation of intrinsic stacking fault energy as a function of temperature; (c) and (d) stress-free equilibrium considering positive and negative intrinsic stacking fault energies.
Fig. 10. Statistical examination of stacking fault density change during one elastic tension loading-unloading cycle: (a)-(c) in-situ ECCI micrographs acquired at undeformed, maximum stress, and unloaded states (the same scale bar is applied); (d) the corresponding stacking fault density change. Extended experimental details are provided in supplementary Fig. S7-S9.

Fig. 11. In-situ ECCI analysis of local stacking fault activity: (a)-(d) elastic loading; (g)-(j) unloading; (e) faulting plane trace and the corresponding Schmid factor for the selected region (calculation details are referred to supplementary Note 2); (f) stacking fault length change during one loading-unloading cycle. The same scale bar is applied in (a)-(d) and (g)-(j).
while noting that \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) determination of metastable FCC alloys on the theoretical basis of Eq. (9) or its variations may largely deviate from the actual scenario, leading to contradictory explanations of the operative deformation micro-mechanisms.

Mechanically, the negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) is of fundamental significance, straightforwardly in the viewpoint of generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) [89,90], or more broadly, the deformation energy landscape [91]. The essence of GSFE lies in the description of energy change per unit area upon shearing a certain crystal along an intended strain path [89]. As such, the resultant energy-atomic displacement curve, if achieved along the \([111]/[112]\) path, measures the energy landscape of nucleating a partial dislocation, along which the energy corresponds to \([\alpha/6/(112)]\) is the \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) discussed above. Under this theoretical framework, a negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) thus implies: (1) operation of partial dislocation glide becomes predominant; (2) after overcoming an energy barrier, namely the unstable stacking fault energy \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \), the faulted crystal becomes more stable compared to its defect-free counterpart, being compatible with the thermodynamic understanding; and (3) successive creation of stacking faults (in equivalent to correlated mono-layered HCP stacking) will tend to destabilize the original metastable FCC structure, giving rise to the formation of HCP phase. It is worthwhile noting that, coinciding with the foregoing thermodynamic calculation (Fig. 9 (b)), ground state GSFE computation [84] of individual alloying effect for Ni, Cr, or W in a Co matrix all demonstrates negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) with less 50 at.% content, which is supportive of both the observed deformation substructures (Figs. 4 and 5) and the metastability nature of the present alloy. Still, as implied by the GSFE formalism, whether or not faulting can become the most predominant deformation micro-mechanism also relies on the energy barrier term \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \). A more recent simulation work by Jo et al. [92] proposed \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} = |\gamma|_{\text{SSE}} - \gamma_{\text{GSFE}} \) as an inherent indicator for the operative deformation module, in which a nominally negative value signifies the occurrence of significant faulting event, being consistent with our experimental observation. From a continuum mechanics perspective, such a latent correlation has also been established via the classical dislocation theory, according to Lagerlof et al. [93]:

\[
\tau_c = \frac{2\alpha G b_p}{D} + \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \frac{b_p}{b_p}
\]

(10)

where, \( \tau_c \) is the critical resolved stress for nucleating a glissile Shockley partial \( \tau_c = |\gamma'|_{\text{max}} \) in the viewpoint of GSFE), which is an explicit function of dislocation category \( \alpha \), shear modulus \( G \), grain size \( D \), magnitude of Burgers vector \( b_p \), and \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \). Evidently, a negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) exhibits the trend to mitigate \( \tau_c \), which in turn facilitates the nucleation of partial dislocations.

4.1.2. Experimental verifications

By clarifying the thermodynamic, structural, and mechanical implications of negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \), we now propose the following three assertions regarding the deformation response for metastable FCC alloys with significantly negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \): (1) compared with perfect dislocation glide, operation of glissile Shockley partials becomes predominant, giving rise to deformation faulting; (2) the extension of stacking fault via the emission of glissile partials exhibits a mechanically irreversible characteristic; and (3) the bulk FCC phase will demonstrate a somewhat metastable feature, but the formation of blocky-HCP structure is presumably delayed.

The foregoing postulates (1) and (3) can be naturally deduced from the structural and thermodynamic discussion proposed above, and their validity has already been confirmed in the Results section. Intriguingly, the second postulate which is drawn from a thermodynamic-mechanical aspect, enables the design of an in-situ ECCI experiment for validation. The experiment consists of assessing the variation in stacking fault length during elastic tension loading-unloading cycle, intended to examine whether or not the creation of stacking faults is indeed an energetically favored micro-event as dictated by the negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \) and Eq. (5).

As discussed earlier, while in-situ mechanical testing coupled with ECCI enables the elucidation of deformation substructure evolution with a broader view-of-field, potential artifacts or inaccuracies in the proceeding investigation may potentially arise from three major respects: (1) tensile stage or sample tilting can alter the imaging condition, causing an overestimation of stacking fault density, which is owing to the variation in channeling contrast; (2) the polycrystallinity nature of the investigated alloy can render heterogeneous local stress distribution, leading to the deviation from global stress state, which in turn diversifies the local stacking fault activity; and (3) interstitial elements can give rise to Suzuki segregation [29,94], also contributing to the irreversible extension of the stacking fault. For (1), we have revealed in supplementary Fig. S7 and S8 the systematic error calibration results, proving that any possible sample misalignment or tilting within ±1.5° will only lead to the underestimation of stacking fault density. For (2), we will combine the statistical assessment of stacking fault density change at the length-scale of grain size (Fig. 10) and the representative local stacking fault activity (Fig. 11) so as to ensure the reliability of the results. For (3), since the present alloy consists of purely sub-stitial elements and tensile testing results in Fig. 3 confirm the absence of Portevin-Le Chatelier band [95] or yield-dropping [86], it is therefore suggestive that the effect of interstitial atoms on the corresponding mechanical response is negligible.

Fig. 10 reveals the global statistical assessment of stacking fault density change upon one elastic loading-unloading cycle. Here, stacking faults were introduced into the specimen by applying a ~2.0% pre-strain (corresponding engineering stress is ~577 MPa, supplementary Fig. S9), then the surface steps were removed by metallurgical polishing to enable ECCI characterization. The maximum stress level reached in the loading-unloading experiment was controlled as 463.7 MPa, being well below the macroscopic yielding point. Note that in the present statistical analysis, we determine the stacking fault density \( \rho_{sf} \) as the length of the plane traces per unit observational area \( A_{\text{obs.}} \):

\[
\rho_{sf} = \frac{\text{length of the stacking fault traces}}{A_{\text{obs.}}}
\]

(11)

At the undeformed state (Fig. 10 (a)), the total \( \rho_{sf} \) achieves 3.77 \( \mu \text{m}/\mu \text{m}^2 \) (due to pre-strain), which then witnesses a monotonically increasing trend with respect to elevating stress level, reaching up to 4.31 \( \mu \text{m}/\mu \text{m}^2 \) at 463.7 MPa applied stress (Fig. 10 (b)). During the unloading portion of the experiment, the total \( \rho_{sf} \) reveals an almost invariant characteristic regardless of the removal of the external load to various extents (Fig. 10 (d)). The corresponding \( \rho_{sf} \) at the fully unloaded state (Fig. 10 (c)) maintains 4.29 \( \mu \text{m}/\mu \text{m}^2 \). These results suggest that in line with the assertion (2) proposed earlier, the stacking fault extension in the present alloy does reveal an irreversible nature from a global perspective, supporting the characteristic of a negative \( \gamma_{\text{SSE}} \). To more comprehensively assess the stacking fault activity, we next focus on the local behavior of two stacking fault ribbons during the foregoing elastic loading-unloading cycle.

It is recognized from crystallographic calculations (details see supplementary Note 2) that the two stacking fault ribbons (marked with yellow and cyan arrows in Fig. 11 (a)) investigated here both belong to the \((111)\) faulting plane (Fig. 11 (e)), with a maximum Schmid factor \( m \) of 0.417 for the corresponding glissile partials (calculation details are presented in supplementary Note 2). At the undeformed state, the length of their traces respectively achieves 391.3 (yellow, SF1) and 122.3 nm (cyan, SF2). As the applied stress level increases to 238.1 MPa, SF1 undergoes a no-
noticeable extension in its trace length, reaching 231.8 nm (Fig. 11(b)). Such a monotonic increasing trend keeps on evolving as the applied stress elevates (Fig. 11(b)-(d)), and its eventual length achieves 1845.3 nm towards the end of the loading half-cycle (Fig. 11(d) and (f)), which is approximately 5 times the length of the undeformed state. SF2 also witnesses a similarly monotonic increase in its length (Fig. 11(a)-(d) and (f)), exhibiting 1131.3 nm at 463.7 MPa applied stress. When the external load is gradually removed (Fig. 11(g)-(j)), both SF1 and SF2 preserve their lengths regardless of the deceasing stress level, and no discernable shrinkage within the faulted region is detected, again validating the irreversible extension hypothesis. It should be noted that the present results are of distinctive contrast when compared with a most recent report by Habib et al. [97] in an Fe-Cr-N steel with a widely-documented [98,99] positive $\gamma'_{SFE}$, in which evident reversible extension of the stacking faults was revealed by in-situ ECCI characterizations. Thus far, the global statistical assessment along with the local stacking fault activity investigation compatibly verifies the foregoing assertion (2) drawn from the physical foundations of negative $\gamma'_{SFE}$.

4.2. Strain hardening micro-mechanisms and insights into metastable CCA/HEAs development

4.2.1. Hardening via faulting

As typical planar defects in crystalline solids, stacking faults have been documented to render substantial strengthening effect particularly in light of their interaction with glissile perfect dislocations. Exemplary experimental investigations of Cu-Al dilute alloys [100] and CoCrNiFeNb concentrated alloys [37], as well as molecular dynamics (MD) simulation [101], all verify that the presence of stacking faults can significantly impede the perfect dislocations from crossing the faulting plane, which in turn leads to stress elevation. In the foregoing regards, physical analogy of stacking faults is largely taken as grain or twin boundaries, in which the spacing between them is considered as the mean free path for glissile perfect dislocations [102], and as such, the classical Hall-Petch-like concept is often applied to elucidate the strain hardening contribution [100,103–105]. Contradictorily, both in-situ and post-mortem ECCI characterizations confirm the negligible content of perfect dislocations in the present Co$_{50}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{15}$W$_{5}$ CCA (Fig. 4 and 11), leading to a more detailed consideration of the underlying strain hardening micro-mechanisms. By closely examining the deformation substructures by ECCI, we propose (1) the intersection between unparallel stacking faults which leads to the formation of sessile dislocations; and (2) the elastic repulsion between parallel stacking faults to be the two mechanistic origins that enable strain hardening.

Fig. 12(a) and (b) present the stacking fault structures at local strain levels of -14.7% and -18.9%. At these deformation levels, it is revealed by ECCI micrographs that stacking faults belong to unparallel (111) faulting planes are nucleated (marked as trace 1 and 2), and exhibit the trend to intersect with one another. Evident node-like features can be clearly observed along the intersected regions, which are characterized by the shattered stacking fault ribbons (marked with pink arrows in Fig. 12(a)). This kind of node structures, if consider the unparallel geometry of the activated faulting system, can be reasonably ascribed to the reaction amongst the glissile partials. Following the Thompson tetrahedron convention [29], we sketch one such possibility in Fig. 12(c). Owing to the negative $\gamma'_{SFE}$ in the present Co$_{50}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{15}$W$_{5}$ CCA, perfect dislocations $CB$ and $DB$ dissociate into glissile Shockley partials following plastic incipience respectively via: $CB \rightarrow \delta C + B\delta$ and $DB \rightarrow D\gamma + \gamma B$ on the corresponding faulting plane $\delta$ and $c$. As the stacking faults extend due to the increase of applied stress, reaction between partials $\gamma B$ and $B\delta$ takes place, leading to the formation of a stair-rod sessile partial $\gamma \delta$, jamming along the intersection between faulting plane $\delta$ and $c$. Since the Burgers vector of edge dislocation $\gamma \delta$ yields a[6] [110], whose glide plane is neither $\delta$ nor $c$, a strong Lomer-Cottrell locking effect [106] is therefore expected to occur at the intersection $\Lambda K$, effectively contributing to strain hardening and simultaneously giving rise to the node-like structures associated with shattered faults in Fig. 12(a) as well as the localized pinning spots in Fig. 12(b). We note that although the foregoing analysis considers a Lomer-Cottrell locking mechanism, which from the standpoint of Frank’s energy criterion [29], enables the most significant energy dissipation, other similar micro-event, especially Hirth locking has also been proved to
possess exceptional strain hardenability according to MD simulation [71], its energy dissipation rate, however, is comparatively less pronounced. In addition, while jogs formation from the reaction between partially associated unparallel stacking faults may also contribute to strain hardening [107,108], the negative $\gamma_{\text{SF}}$, and thereby the irreversible formation of the stacking faults (Fig. 11) in the present CCA would significantly retard the association procedure, rendering this mechanism less probable to occur. However, more quantitative elucidation of the corresponding energy landscape deems further simulation effort.

The parallel stacking faults that belong to the same [111] plane, on the other hand, can also lead to strain hardening via the elastic interaction between one another. Especially at the early stage of plastic deformation (Fig. 4 (a) and (b)), faulting activity tends to be compatible with the Schmid’s law, which consequently leads to the parallel alignment of stacking faults. Under this geometric framework, and if individual faulting unit can be presumed to be uncorrelated, nucleation and thereby extension of one stacking fault layer in between two existing ones will witness an extra elastic repulsive force due to the Peach-Koehler interaction between glissile partials. The magnitude for this sort of elastic interaction, according to classical dislocation theory [29], increases inversely proportional to the distance between parallel stacking fault ribbons (as their fraction increases due to the elevation of applied stress, Fig. 8 (c) and (d)), providing strain hardening even in the absence of the foregoing sessile dislocation locking event. Because of its intrinsically elastic nature, it should be noted that this kind of parallel stacking fault-induced strain hardening mechanism should, in principle, be ubiquitous in any metallic alloys where deformation faulting can become predominant.

4.2.2. Considerations of metastable CCAs/HEAs design strategy

Comparison between the present Co$_{0.0}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_{5}$ CCA and the latest metastable FeMnCoCr HEAs evidently reveals the improved strength-ductility synergy due to the operation of extensive deformation faulting response (Fig. 3 (a) and 7 (e)). Although the strain-induced FCC-HCP martensitic transformation within the latter also promotes strain hardenability, its mechanistic limitation largely associates with the blocky HCP-martensite because: (1) limited slip system and pronounced plastic anisotropy of the HCP-structure retard effective plastic strain accommodation [109,110]; and (2) strain incompatibility occurring at the junction between HCP-martensite and FCC grain boundaries immediately facilitates microcracking [111]. A micro-mechanical revelation of this dilemma can be understood from the fact that blocky HCP-phase formation is a procedure that renders almost complete exhaustion of “local ductility” [112], sacrificing the capability of delocalizing any stress concentrator onwards. Mechanistically, it can be therefore deduced that if individual HCP-band can be ideally refined to infinitely thin and remains thermodynamically stable, the foregoing “local ductility” exhaustion dilemma can be potentially mitigated. Intriguingly, as discussed in Section 4.1.1, such an idealized scenario is feasibly achieved by the present deformation faulting response (see structural consideration in 4.1.1), and the corresponding $\gamma_{\text{SF}}$ ensures the thermodynamic stability of the stacking faults (see thermodynamic consideration in 4.1.1). In the theoretical framework of microstructural metastability engineering, we note that complete tunable design of faulting CCAs/HEAs may not only rely on negative $\gamma_{\text{SF}}$, but also requires mechanical stability of the stacking faults. In this regard, it is therefore suggestive that multi-layered GSFE computation [91] is indispensable in elucidating the full deformation energy landscape, especially considering the correlation between individual faulting unit and the mechanical energy barrier for HCP-phase as well as mechanical twin nucleation. As such, we assert that in addition to the profuse focus on strain-induced martensitic transformation or mechanical twinning, deformation faulting, or ideally speaking, faulting-mediated plasticity can also become a mechanistically-driven design strategy for advancing metastable CCAs/HEAs development.

5. Conclusions

With the aids of in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction and in-situ ECCI technique, we have systematically explored the deformation micro-mechanisms of a metastable Co$_{0.0}$Cr$_{25}$Ni$_{10}$W$_{5}$ CCA with primary focus on the role of stacking faults, and major findings are concluded in the following respects:

(1) In contrast to perfect dislocation glide or strain-induced FCC-HCP martensitic transformation, it is recognized that the nucleation and thereby multiplication of stacking faults is acting as the major plasticity carrier in the present CCA. Results of in-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiment validate a direct correlation between the increase of stacking fault probability and the elevation of strain hardening exponent, indicating that the deformation faulting mechanism by itself enables macroscopic strain hardening;

(2) By quantitatively exploring the relative phase stability through thermodynamic modeling, we show that this sort of less-explored deformation faulting response is mechanistically related to a negative intrinsic stacking fault energy. Its physical foundations are theoretically assessed in the aspects of thermodynamics, structure, and mechanics, supported by in-situ ECCI analyses which verify the irreversible extension of stacking faults during elastic loading-unloading cycle;

(3) Unlike the classical Hall-Petch-type concept which ascribes strain hardening to stacking fault-glissile perfect dislocation interaction, we reveal that in the absence of perfect dislocations, two micro-events are essential in rendering strain hardenability, namely, the nucleation of sessile dislocation via intersected unparallel stacking faults and the elastic repulsion between parallel stacking faults;

(4) Through the comparison between the present CCA and the metastable FeMnCoCr-type HEAs where strain-induced FCC-HCP martensitic transformation is predominant, it is suggestive that the present deformation faulting micro-mechanism can effectively alleviate the drastic exhaustion of local ductility in the latter case, demonstrating the potential in avoiding early-stage damage nucleation. We also note that future simulation effort aiming at the elucidation of the entire deformation energy landscape would expedite the mechanistically-driven metastable CCAs/HEAs design, magnifying the benefits of deformation faulting response.
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